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About This Game

Cannon Arena is a videogame that puts the player in a tank’s driving seat, in an arena, trying to defend the buildings on his side
from a floating globe.

His tank, as well as the other players’, can shoot in an attempt to push the globe away from their side and towards the opposing
players’ buildings.

We implemented both a single player and a multiplayer mode (up to 8 human players).

The single player will start by unlocking a map (2 players = 1 vs 1), as well as 4 level-1 tanks. In a multiplayer session, whoever
hosts the game can only use the fields and wagons that have been previously unlocked in single player, but he will be able to

participate in multiplayer rooms, hosted by otyher players, with more unlocked content (3 players arenas, 4 players arenas and
so on, up to the 8 players one).
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Title: Cannon Arena
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Sports
Developer:
1Monkey2Brains
Publisher:
1Monkey2Brains
Release Date: 11 Jun, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: shader 3.0 graphics card

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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